Draper Laboratory is coming on campus…

Draper is a not-for-profit laboratory that provides engineering solutions to nationally important problems in security, healthcare, and energy. We are world-renowned experts in guidance, navigation, and control technology, but our capabilities extend beyond that to technologies including sensors, micro- and nano-systems, human system collaboration technology, and autonomy.

Snell Engineering Lobby | Classroom 168 | September 26, 2011
Learn about technical Co-op and Full Time Employment Opportunities, as well as funding opportunities for Research Assistant positions for graduate engineering school.

6:15 p.m. - Informational Overview about Draper

7:00-8:00 - Meet and Greet with Hiring Managers and other current employees

Must be US Citizens or Permanent Residents to apply. | AA/EEO Employer.

Questions: Kathyr Ranger
617-258-4343 | kranger@draper.com
www.draper.com